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Heat Capacity of Scandoborate NdSc3(BO3)4
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Single crystals of trigonal neodymium scandoborate NdSc3(BO3)4 were grown by the group method from a

solution-melt based on bismuth trimolybdate. The molar heat capacity C(T ) was studied in the temperature range

2−300K and magnetic fields up to 9T. The experimental curve was approximated by the combined Debye−Einstein

model. The lattice contribution was determined from ab-initio calculations. Schottky anomaly was observed in the

low-temperature region C(T ) with the applied magnetic field.
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1. Introduction

Trigonal rare earth oxyborates ReM3(BO3)4 (Re — rare
earth ion, M = Al, Sc, Fe, Ga) are actively studied during

the last decade due to multiple options of various combina-
tions of Re and M elements and, consequently, large variety

of physical properties [1–8]. Oxyborates have rhombohedral
structure of natural mineral huntite type, described with

spatial group R32 or P3121. Non-centrosymmetric structure
makes these materials the great candidates for optical

applications due to their good luminescent and non-linear

optical properties. For ferroborates ReFe3(BO3)4 their
belonging to a new class of multiferroics is established,

where magnetic, electric and elastic ordering parameters
coexist.

Interest to paramagnetic alumoborates increased with re-
vealing of large magnetoelectric effect in TmAl3(BO3)4 [9],
that is comparable in value to the observed effects in

isostructural ferroborates ReFe3(BO3)4. Later even larger
magnetoelectric effect was revealed in HoAl3(BO3)4 [10],
which value exceeds known maximum values of magneto-
electric polarization in ferroborates in several times [3,5].
Increase of magnetoelectric effect is also observed at substi-
tution of Fe3+ ions in HoFe3(BO3)4 with Ga3+ ions [11].
Considering, that at substitution of magnetic subsys-

tem (Fe) in ReM3(BO3)4 with non-magnetic (Al,Ga) the

magnetoelectric effect reaches gigantic values, there is

an interest also to study other subclasses or oxyborates
with huntite structure with single magnetic subsystem, for

instance, rare earth scandoborates ReSc3(BO3)4. The struc-
tural [12] and magnetic and magnetoelectric properties [13]
were already studied in neodymium scandoborate. But little
is known about its thermodynamic properties, which are the

subject of this study.

2. Preparation of samples and
measurement procedure

Monocrystals of NdSc3(BO3)4 were grown from a

solution-melt based on bismuth trimolybdate as per techno-

logy, described in detail in the work [14]. Heat capacity was

measured using PPMS QuantumDesign setup (Common

Use Center of the Federal Research Center
”
Krasnoyarsk

Science Center of the Siberian Branch of the Russian

Academy of Sciences“) in temperature range from 2

to 300K and magnetic fields of up to 9 T. Relative accuracy

of data was above 1% in the whole temperature range.

First-principles calculations were performed using plane

augmented wave (PAW) method [15] within the framework

of the density functional theory (DFT), implemented in

the VASP software package [16,17]. Generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) functional with PBE parametriza-

tion was used [18]. Plane waves energy was limited

with 600 eV. Grid in k-space for Brillouin zone was built

as per Monkhorst−Pack scheme [19] and had dimensions

of 7× 7× 7. Dynamic lattice calculations were performed

for calculation of a lattice heat capacity. During calculation a

supercell was built (2× 2× 2) and force constants calcula-

tion was performed using small shifts method, implemented

in PHONOPY [20].

3. Results and discussion

Earlier it was revealed, that at high temperature

NdSc3(BO3)4 has rhombohedral structure, described with

spatial group R32, and with temperature lowering

(Ts = 504K) the structure transition R32→P3121 is ob-
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served [12]. It was also demonstrated, that magnetically

NdSc3(BO3)4 is a paramagnetic, which properties are com-

pletely defined with magnetic behavior of Nd3+ ion [13].
Figure 1 shows results of measurement of molar heat

capacity C(T ) in a temperature range of 2−300K. It is

seen, that values of C(T ) grow with temperature increase

without any anomalies, thus indicating the lack of magnetic

and structural transitions in the examined range.

The obtained curve is well approximated with a combined

Debye−Einstein model:

C(T ) = x · 9nR

(

T
θD

)3
θD/T
∫

0

t4 exp(t)
(

exp(t) − 1
)2

dt

+ (1− x) · 3nR

(

θE

T

)2
exp(θE/T )

(

exp(θE/T ) − 1
)2
, (1)

where θD — Debye temperature (obtained value

θD = 382.61K) and θE — Einstein temperature (obtained
value θE = 991.64K) (Fig. 2). Parameters x and (1−x)
define a share of Debye and Einstein model respectively

(after approximation it was 49.1% of Debye and 50.9%

of Einstein). It should be noted, that molar heat capacity

of adjusting dependence does not exceed classical limit of

Dulong−Petit of 3Rn, where R — universal gas constant,

and n — number of atoms in formula unit of NdSc3(BO3)4
(n = 20).
For comparison the first-principles calculations of lattice

contribution to heat capacity were performed, and the

contribution was calculated from the following expression:

C(T ) =

(

∂E
∂T

)

V

=
∑

qv

kB

(

~ω(qv)/kBT
)2

×
exp

(

~ω(qv)/kBT
)

(

exp(~ω(qv)/kBT ) − 1
)2
, (2)

where ω(qv) — frequency of phonon mode with wave

vector q and number of branch v .

Since at phase transition R32→P3121 the tripling of a

lattice cell is observed in crystals with huntite structure, in

terms of calculation time saving it is preferable to perform

calculations of lattice dynamics in a more symmetrical

phase R32, containing 20 atoms in lattice cell, than in

phase P3121, containing 60 atoms in lattice cell. The

main structural features at phase transition R32→P3121

remain, and it can be expected, that lattice contribution

to heat capacity in these two phases will be qualitatively

equal. From the other side, presence of imaginary modes

in NdSc3(BO3)4 in phase R32 prevents from accurate

calculation of the lattice heat capacity, see formula (2).
Therefore, a diamagnetic analogue of LaSc3(BO3)4 with

spatial symmetry group R32 was selected as an object,

in which, as seen from the calculation, the structural

instabilities are not observed and all phonon modes are

stable. Thus calculation results are shown in Fig. 2. There is
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Figure 1. Molar heat capacity of NdSc3(BO3)4 is about 2−300K.

In insert the heat capacity is in low-temperatures region: circles —
without field, triangles looking upward — field of 1 T, triangles

looking downward — field of 3 T, squares — 6 T, crosses — 9 T.
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Figure 2. Dependence of molar heat capacity on temperature.

Large black dots — experimentally obtained heat capacity of

NdSc3(BO3)4, dot-and-dash curve — approximation of experimen-

tal data in the combined Debye and Einstein model. Grey and

black thin solid lines — parts of approximation, relating to Debye

and Einstein models respectively. Small grey dots — heat capacity

of LaSc3(BO3)4, obtained from the first-principles calculations.

Black dashed line corresponds to Dulong−Petit law.

a good agreement of theory and experiment, that indicates

correctness of the selected model.

At application of magnetic field, directed along the third

order axis (c-axis), the Schottky anomaly is observed in

the low-temperature region, which shifts towards high-

temperature region with magnetic field increase (insert in
Fig. 1). This anomaly appears due to splitting of the ground

doublet of Kramers ion of Nd3+ in magnetic field, and, as a

result, redistribution of this doublet level population.
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Figure 3. Change of low-temperature heat capacity in

NdSc3(BO3)4 at application of external field: triangles looking

upward — field of 1 T, triangles looking downward — field of 3 T,

squares — 6 T, crosses — 9T. Solid curves are obtained using

approximation of experimental data.
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Figure 4. Dependence of energy between two levels on external

field. Solid line is obtained from approximation with linear

function.

For two-level system the heat capacity from Schottky

anomaly is the following

C(T ) =

(

∂E
∂T

)

1

= kB

(1/T )2 exp(1/T )
(

1 + exp(1/T )
)2

, (3)

where 1 — energy between two levels.

Figure 3 shows the calculated contribution of rare-earth

subsystem to heat capacity in magnetic fields of 1, 3, 6

and 9 T. The figure shows good agreement of theory and

experiment.

Figure 4 shows dependence of adjusting parameter 1 on

magnetic field value. This dependence is linear, as it should

be as per formula (3).

Two-level system of the ground doublet of neodymium

ion of Nd3+ (4I9/2) can be described with spin Hamiltonian

with effective spin S = 1/2 and anisotropic g-tensor with

axial symmetry [21]:

H = g‖Sz Hz · µB + g⊥(Sx Hx + Sy Hy) · µB, (4)

where g‖, g⊥ — g-factor of Nd3+ ion in magnetic field

orientation parallel and perpendicular to c-axis respectively,
Sx , Sy , Sz — projections of a spin mechanical moment to

quantization axes, µB — Bohr magneton.

Excited level energy is equal to 1 value. From linear

dependence 1(T ) from Fig. 4 in geometry of H ‖ c it is

easy to define, that g‖Sz = 1.82µB, from where it can be

obtained, that g‖ = 3.64.

4. Conclusion

Scandoborate NdSc3(BO3)4 was grown from a solution-

melt based on bismuth trimolybdate using the group

method. Its caloric properties in the temperature range of

2−300K and magnetic field of up to 9 T were studied for

the first time.

Within the examined temperature range there is no

anomalies on dependence C(T ), indicating magnetic or

structural transitions. Experimental curve was approx-

imated with the combined Debye−Einstein model, De-

bye temperature θD = 991.64K and Einstein temperature

θE = 382.61K were determined.

The first-principles calculations of the lattice contribution

of NdSc3(BO3)4 were performed. For that the diamagnetic

analogue — isostructural compound of LaSc3(BO3)4 was

selected as the object. The good agreement of theory and

experiment was obtained.

At application of magnetic field, directed along c-axis
in the low-temperature region the Schottky anomaly was

observed, which shifts towards high-temperature region with

magnetic field increase. Two-level system of the ground

doublet of neodymium ion of Nd3+ (4I9/2) was described

with spin Hamiltonian with effective spin S = 1/2. In this

model the g-factor in geometry of B ‖ c (g‖ = 3.64) was

defined.
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